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� A macroscopic model for enzymatic porous electrode operating in DET mode is derived.
� The upscaled model is validated with pore-scale direct numerical simulations.
� Macroscopic model predictions are validated by comparisons with experimental data.
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a b s t r a c t

This work is dedicated to a multi-scale modelling of coupled diffusion and reaction in a porous micro-
electrode operating in the Direct Electron Transfer mode. The pore-scale physico-electrochemical
unsteady model is developed considering the oxygen reduction, catalyzed by an enzyme coating the
pores of the electrode, coupled to the diffusion of oxygen and mass balance of enzymes. This model is
formally upscaled to obtain an original closed unsteady macroscopic model operating at the electrode
scale, together with the associated closure providing the effective diffusivity tensor. A validation of this
model is carried out from a comparison with the solution of the initial 3D pore-scale governing equations
considering the bilirubin oxydase as the catalyst. The relevance and accuracy of the macroscale model are
proved allowing a considerable simulation speedup. It is further employed to successfully predict exper-
imental voltammetry results obtained with porous gold electrodes functionnalized with a bilirubin oxi-
dase mutant (BOD S362C). This model represents a breakthrough by providing an operational simple way
of understanding and further optimizing porous electrodes functioning in DET mode.

1. Introduction

Over the past two decades, porous electrodes, featuring a high
specific surface area (i.e. a large internal solid–fluid interface per
unit volume), have been efficiently developed to make miniatur-
ized electro-devices such as bio-batteries, bio-actuators and bio-
sensors (Karajić et al., 2016; Reculusa et al., 2011, 2015;
Siepenkoetter et al., 2017). Such electrodes can provide electrical

current several orders of magnitude larger than simple flat elec-
trodes of the same size (Walcarius and Kuhn, 2008; Szamocki
et al., 2006). A classical way to synthesize porous electrodes is to
form an ordered assembly of beads, for example by employing
the Langmuir–Blodgett technique (Blodgett, 1935) and use it as a
template as proposed by Bartlett et al. (Bartlett et al., 2000). Elec-
trodeposition of a conducting material is then performed through
the layered bead assembly, followed by beads dissolution, yielding
an inverse opale structure constitutive of the electrode (Reculusa
and Ravaine, 2003). Due to its versatility, this technique may be
employed to obtain porous microstructures with tunable porosity
and controllable architecture (Karajić et al., 2016; Reculusa et al.,
2015).

For applications in biofuel cells (Leech et al., 2012; de
Poulpiquet et al., 2014; Rasmussen et al., 2016; Shleev, 2017;
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mental observations in steady-state conditions. For practical use, a
general 3D unsteady and closed macroscopic model operating at
the electrode scale is highly desirable, including all the available
information of the physico-electrochemical processes at the under-
lying pore-scale.

In this context, the present work aims at a detailed multiscale
modelling of a porous electrode operating in the DET mode, follow-
ing an upscaling approach. The development represents a complex
task due to the coupling of reactions, unsteadiness and non linear-
ity of the overall problem. The purpose is first to provide the set of
balance equations, initial and boundary conditions governing the
transient coupled process for oxygen diffusion and catalyzed enzy-
matic reactions in the DET regime within the pores. In this config-
uration, the pore-scale mass transfer of oxygen is essentially
diffusive, while a cathodic oxygen reduction reaction with enzy-
matic catalysis is considered partially using the framework pro-
posed by Hexter and co-workers (Hexter et al., 2012; Hexter
et al., 2014) for the reaction scheme. Upscaling is performed with
the volume averaging method (Whitaker, 1999) to obtain a new
and original macroscopic model at the electrode scale that is fur-
ther validated both numerically and with experimental data. This
model is fully unsteady, yielding the evolution of both the enzyme
and oxygen concentrations. It is formally derived from the pore-
scale equations with a closure providing the effective parameters.
This approach has not been reported in the literature so far
although this is of prime importance as was raised as a conclusion
in a recent review by Rajendran et al. (Rajendran et al., 2017).

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2,
the pore-scale diffusion/reaction model at the microscale is devel-
oped for the enzymatic Direct Electron Transfer regime. In this con-
text, an electrochemical model for the reduction reaction of oxygen
catalyzed by BOD is proposed. It is coupled to mass transfer by dif-
fusion of oxygen and mass balance of enzyme under non steady-
state conditions. To derive a macroscopic model that is much more
effective in terms of computational resources, an upscaling proce-
dure of the pore-scale model is applied, the main steps of which
are summarized in Section 3 for the sake of conciseness. More
details for this derivation are reported in Appendix A. In Section 4,
3D direct numerical simulations of the pore-scale model are car-
ried out and their results are compared to those obtained from
simulations of the 1D macroscopic model to validate the upscaling
approach. Experimental details, describing the materials and
methods for the electrocatalytic characterization of macroporous
gold electrodes are provided in Section 5. The ability of the macro-
scopic model to predict experimental voltammetry results,
obtained from these electrodes modified by BOD adsorption and
immersed in a buffer solution, is presented in this section. Conclu-
sions are proposed in Section 6.

2. Pore-scale diffusion/reaction coupled model

In this section, the unsteady pore-scale model for diffusion and
reaction in a porous electrode, whose internal surface has been
modified by the adsorption of BOD enzyme, is developed. The oxy-
gen reduction reaction scheme within the layer containing the
enzyme at the electrode surface is assumed to take place in the
DET mode. Without any restriction in the physical description of
the electrochemical process, the analysis is carried out at the
cathode.

The porous electrode, immersed in a reactive solution, occupies
the spatial domain X composed of the solid phase Xs and the fluid
phase Xf with the interface denoted by Csf ¼ Xf \Xs nearby which
the oxygen reduction reaction takes place. The electrode is sup-
plied by diffusion of oxygen from the bulk fluid, occupying the
domain Xe, surrounding the electrode. Electron exchange during
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Mano and de Poulpiquet, 2018; Solomon et al., 1996; Xiao et al., 
2019; Wang et al., 2021), redox reactions can be catalyzed by 
enzymes which, in order to enhance their lifetime and stability, 
may be immobilized by entrapping the proteins (Moehlenbrock 
and Minteer, 2008; Minteer et al., 2012). This can be achieved 
using different techniques, like entrapment in a conducting poly-
mer matrix occupying a more or less significant fraction of the 
pores, or adsorption at the pore surfaces (Cadet et al., 2016; 
Cosnier et al., 2016; Gamella et al., 2018), eventually combined 
with nano-structuration of the surfaces (de Poulpiquet et al., 
2014; Zhao et al., 2017). In the former case, a mediator is employed 
to shuttle the electrons to and from the electrode’s internal sur-
faces, giving rise to a so-called Mediated Electron Transfer (MET) 
process. In contrast, in the latter case, when enzymes are adsorbed 
on the reactive surfaces so that their active centers are positioned 
within the electron tunnelling distance of the current collector sur-
faces, the process is referred to as a Direct Electron Transfer (DET). 
In that case, no mediator is involved. A typical configuration for 
such a biofuel cell is such that the two electrodes are modified 
by bioelectrocatalysts. For example at the cathode, the multicopper 
oxidases (MCOs), such as bilirubin oxidase (BOD), are adsorbed on 
the electrode surface. They consist of a type 1 copper (T1) site 
which directly accepts electrons from the electrode, and type 2 
and type 3 copper, so-called trinuclear center (TNC site), receiving 
electrons from T1. The oxygen is then reduced to water at TNC sites 
(Solomon et al., 1996; Stines-Chaumeil et al., 2017). The process 
will be further detailed in Section 2.1. In this example, chemical 
energy is drawn from the oxygen-glucose couple, which naturally 
exists in physiological fluids for instance, and is converted into 
electrical energy resulting from oxygen reduction at the cathode 
and glucose oxidation at the anode.

Modelling of transport and reactions in porous electrodes has 
often been treated with empirical macroscopic models even in 
the case without enzymes (see for instance (Levie, 1967; Barcia 
et al., 2002; Barnes et al., 2014; Ban et al., 2016; Chan et al., 
2017)). As a consequence, all the features of the physico-
electrochemical mechanisms (coupling diffusion and reaction in 
the unsteady regime for example) and of the geometrical structure, 
in particular for porous electrodes, are not elucidated. More formal 
approaches were proposed (Vidts and White, 1997; Ferguson and 
Bazant, 2012; Ender, 2015) without however any explicit closure 
to relate the pore-scale microstructure to the effective macroscale 
parameters, in particular, the effective diffusivity. In a recent work, 
a thorough multiscale model for direct oxygen reduction reaction 
in a porous electrode was developed by upscaling the pore-scale 
model and formally obtain a closed macroscale description using 
the volume averaging method (Le et al., 2017). It was employed 
to determine the optimal macroscopic thickness of a porous elec-
trode (Le et al., 2019; Le and Lasseux, 2020) and it has been 
extended to the case of two serial reactions for oxygen reduction 
(Le et al., 2019).

In the case of reactions catalyzed by enzymes in the DET (or 
MET) mode, modelling is more complex, and this has motivated 
empirical analytic expressions of the current density to fit experi-
mental data curves (Tsujimura et al., 2004; Mazurenko et al., 
2016). Moreover, in these works, steady-state conditions were 
assumed for which surface concentrations of enzymes are sup-
posed to be constant and oxygen supply is continuous. Some other 
studies were carried out for a simple shape non-porous electrode, 
assuming steady-state (Galceran et al., 2001) or non steady-state 
conditions (Bartlett and Pratt, 1995). In an interesting work by 
Do et al. (Do et al., 2014), a non-steady macroscopic model was 
proposed. The reported model is 1D and electrode scale equations 
are not explicitly derived, remaining unclosed since the effective 
diffusion coefficient is empirically correlated to the porosity of 
the material. The model was successfully tested to predict experi-
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Oxþ n1e� �
k1c

k1a
Re atT1site ð1aÞ

4
n1

Reþ O2 þ 4Hþ �
k2c

k2a

4
n1

Oxþ 2H2O atTNCsite ð1bÞ

where n1 is the number of transferred electrons involved in the
reduction of the enzyme which oxidized and reduced forms are
denoted by Ox and Re respectively. In the case of BOD, which is fur-
ther considered for validation and comparison with experiments in
Sections 4 and 5, n1 ¼ 1 (Tsujimura et al., 2004). Note that the direct
reaction pathway for oxygen reduction has been assumed in (1b) as
this was confirmed to be the preferential one in experimental
observations with the BOD enzyme (Brocato et al., 2012). The elec-
tron transfer rate constants k1a and k1c are given by the Butler–Vol-
mer relationships

k1c ¼ k0 exp �n1a1FðE� E0
Ox=ReÞ

RT

" #
ð2aÞ

k1a ¼ k0 exp
n1ð1� a1ÞFðE� E0

Ox=ReÞ
RT

" #
ð2bÞ

where k0 and a1 are the standard rate constant and electron transfer
coefficient, E and E0

Ox=Re the electrode potential and the potential of
the redox center, F;R and T the Faraday’s constant, gas constant and
temperature respectively. Similarly, for the oxygen reduction, the
catalytic rate constants k2c and k2a, representative of the internal
driving energy within the enzyme, take the following expressions

k2c ¼ k02 exp
�n2a2FðE0

Ox=Re � EO2=H2OÞ
RT

" #
ð3aÞ

k2a ¼ k2 exp
n2ð1� a2ÞFðE0

Ox=Re � EO2=H2OÞ
RT

" #
ð3bÞ

where EO2=H2O is the thermodynamic equilibrium potential of the
couple O2=H2O;a2 the electron transfer coefficient associated with

this reaction and n2 the number of electrons involved. It should be
noted that the oxygen reduction in reaction (1b) can be considered
as irreversible. For both the validation of the macroscopic model
and the comparison with experiments presented in the following
sections, the backward reaction in (1b) is ignored and k2a was hence
taken equal to zero for consistency, even if this parameter is for-
mally kept for completeness in the theoretical development
reported below, which may straightforwardly be used for an other
type of system.

Although four electrons are required for the reduction of O2 in
(1b), a different value might be relevant for n2 depending on the
limiting step governing the electron transfer for this reaction. A
further detailed discussion of this feature is beyond the scope of
the present work and, as will be seen later, the use of the models
derived in the following sections does not explicitly require the
value of n2 to be specified. In addition, it is worth noticing that
the unit of the rate constants k1c; k1a and k2a is 1=s whereas that
of k2c is m3=mol=s. The latter is in contrast with that of the corre-
sponding constant used in the work by Hexter et al. (Hexter
et al., 2012) which was restricted to steady conditions that are
not retained here as this might be insufficient in practical situa-
tions. From the oxygen reduction reaction at TNC sites (see (1b)),
the associated reaction rate, RO2 , can be expressed according to
the following Butler–Volmer relationship (Butler, 1932)

RO2 ¼ �k2ccRecO2 þ k2acOx ð4Þ
In the following, a fully coupled diffusion–reaction model is devel-
oped, in which concentrations of all species (enzyme and oxygen)
are time-dependent to describe the entire unsteady process.

2.2. Physical model at the pore-scale

Modelling starts with the initial and boundary value problem
governing diffusion of oxygen, which is assumed to be a Fickian
process, coupled to oxido-reduction mechanisms inside the pores.
Since the enzyme is immobilized at the pore surfaces, no diffusion
is taken into account for this species. The pore-scale model can
hence be written as follows

@cRe
@t

¼ k1ccOx � k1acRe � k2ccRecO2 þ k2acOx at Csf ð5aÞ
cOx þ cRe ¼ ctE at Csf ð5bÞ
I:C:1 cRe ¼ FRe rð Þ r 2 Csf ; t ¼ 0 ð5cÞ
@cO2

@t
¼ $ � DO2$cO2

� �
in Xf ð5dÞ

B:C:1 � n �DO2$cO2 ¼ �RO2 at Csf ð5eÞ
I:C:2 cO2 ¼ FO2 rð Þ r 2 Xf ; t ¼ 0 ð5fÞ
B:C:2 cO2 ¼ GO2 ðr; tÞ r 2 Afe;8 t ð5gÞ
where cRe; cOx and cO2 are the surface concentrations of Re and Ox
and the bulk oxygen concentration respectively. The total enzyme
concentration ctE (see Eq. (5b)) is considered to remain constant at
any time whereas mass conservation of Re in Eq. (5a) results from
reactions (1). In the oxygen mass conservation Eq. (5d) and in the
boundary condition in Eq. (5e), DO2 is the molecular diffusion coef-
ficient of O2 in the fluid saturating the pores while n is the unit nor-
mal vector to Csf pointing out of Xf . The reaction rate, RO2 , is given
by Eq. (4). In the expression of the external boundary condition B.
C.2, Afe ¼ Xf \Xe is the entrance and/or exit boundaries of the fluid
phase, Xf , from/into the external bulk fluid, Xe, in which the elec-
trode is immersed. The solution of Eqs. (5) yields the oxygen and
enzymes concentration fields from which the current density, j,
can be obtained from the reaction rate at T1 sites (1a). It is given by

j ¼ n1Fðk1acRe � k1ccOxÞ ð6Þ
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the reduction of oxygen results from a double electron transfer 
which may be described by a pair of reactions as proposed in 
Section 2.1.

2.1. Electrochemical process

The BOD enzyme is supposed to be immobilized at the surface 
Csf of the cathodic electrode to catalyze the oxygen reduction. It 
contains type 1 copper, forming T1 sites, while TNC sites are com-
posed of type 2 and type 3 copper (Mano and de Poulpiquet, 2018). 
In the DET mode, electrons from the electrode’s internal surface are 
accepted by type 1 copper (T1 sites) where the enzyme reduction 
occurs. They are transferred from T1 to the TNC (T2 and T3) sites 
which remain at a tunneling distance from the pore surfaces and 
where reduction of oxygen takes place (Tsujimura et al., 2004; 
Stines-Chaumeil et al., 2017) (see Fig. 1). The reaction scheme at 
an electrode surface modified with BOD may hence be described 
following the approach proposed by Hexter and co-workers 
(Hexter et al., 2012; Hexter et al., 2014) for the reaction of hydro-
genases during the reduction of Hþ to H2. In these works, the elec-
trode is supposed to be continuously supplied with Hþ so that the 
mass transfer problem is neglected yielding a description under 
steady-state conditions. On the contrary, a fully unsteady descrip-
tion is considered here. In the case of oxygen reduction of interest, 
the catalytic reaction in the DET mode may be written in the fol-
lowing form
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that can be further used to compute the total current, I, available at
the electrode according to

I ¼
Z
Csf

jdS ð7Þ

Although the solution of Eqs. (5) can be sought using a Direct
Numerical Simulation (DNS) as will be reported for validation pur-
poses in Section 4.1, a macroscopic model is necessary for the char-
acterization and prediction of the behavior of an electrode.
Moreover, as indicated in a previous work dedicated to modelling
of electrodes in the absence of enzyme (Le et al., 2017), computa-
tional resources required by DNS are substantial and a macroscopic
model is much more efficient for practical use. With these objec-
tives in mind, the pore-scale model is upscaled, carrying coupling
and non linearities, in order to obtain a macroscopic description
that is provided in the next section.

3. Macroscopic model

The macroscopic model, operating at the electrode scale, is
derived from the initial and boundary value pore-scale problem
using the volume averaging method (Whitaker, 1999). For the sake
of brevity, only the main result of this procedure is reported below
while the details of the formal derivation are provided in Appendix
A.

Let V, of measure V and size r0, be the averaging volume includ-
ing the solid and fluid domains Vs and Vf (of volumes Vs and Vf ,
respectively) sharing the solid/fluid interface Asf of measure Asf .
The porosity, ef , and specific area, av , of the porous material are
respectively defined by

ef ¼ Vf =Vð8aÞ
av ¼ Asf =Vð8bÞ
The upscaling process makes use of the superficial, intrinsic and
area averages of the concentration fields for oxygen and reduced
enzyme that are respectively defined by

cO2

� �jx ¼ 1
V

Z
Vf ðxÞ

cO2 jxþydV ð9aÞ

cO2

� �f jx ¼ 1
Vf

Z
Vf ðxÞ

cO2 jxþydV ð9bÞ

cXh isf jx ¼
1
Asf

Z
Asf ðxÞ

cX jxþydA; X ¼ O2;Re ð9cÞ

with the straightforward relationship cO2

� � ¼ ef cO2

� �f and where x
locates the centroid of the averaging volume while y ¼ r� x locates
any point within Vf relative to x (see Fig. 2). For the sake of simplic-
ity, the subscript referring to the location may be dropped, unless
necessary. The derivation of the upscaled model is subject to a scale
hierarchy defined by ‘p � r0 � L; ‘p being the characteristic pore
size and L the macroscopic size of the electrode. The upscaling pro-
cedure is carried out according to the four main steps reported in
Appendix A and under the constraints on the kinetic number, Ki,
and time scale respectively given by

Ki ¼ k2c‘pctE
DO2

� 1 ð10aÞ

t � O
‘2p
DO2

;
1

k1c þ k1a þ k2a þ k2c cO2

� �f
" #

ð10bÞ

Under these circumstances, the macroscopic model, including the
enzyme and oxygen effective mass conservation equations operat-
ing at the electrode scale, can be written as

@ cReh isf
@t ¼ �ðk1c þ k1a þ k2aÞ cReh isf � k2c cReh isf cO2

� �f þ ðk1c þ k2aÞctE
ð11aÞ

cOxh isf ¼ ctE � cReh isf ð11bÞ

ef
@ cO2

� �f
@t

¼ $ � efDeff � $ cO2

� �f� �
� k2cav cO2

� �f cReh isf � k2aav cReh isf � ctE
� �

ð11cÞ

Fig. 2. Averaging volume for a two-phase system.

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of electron transfer from the electrode surface to the T1 site and further to a TNC site where oxygen reduction occurs.
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th

straints, i.e., for Ki � 1 and t � O
‘2p

DO2
; 1

k1cþk1aþk2aþk2c cO2h if
� 	

(see for

instance (Valdés-Parada et al., 2017, 2020) for similar but some-
what different problems). Nevertheless, this deserves a careful anal-
ysis that is beyond the scope of this work.

In the macroscopic diffusion–reaction Eq. (11c), Deff is the effec-
tive diffusion tensor (that is symmetric (Lasseux and Valdés-
Parada, 2017)), given by

Deff ¼ DO2 Iþ 1
Vf

Z
Asf

nbdA

!
ð12Þ

in which I is the identity tensor and nb denotes the outer product
between the two vectors n and b, the latter being solution of the fol-
lowing closure problem (see also Eqs. (A.33) in Appendix A)

r2b ¼ 0 in Vf ð13aÞ
n � $b ¼ �n at Asf ð13bÞ
bh if ¼ 0 ð13cÞ
b rð Þ ¼ b rþ ‘ieið Þ i ¼ 1;2;3 ð13dÞ
This problem is intrinsic to the porous structure, which means that
its solution only depends on the microgeometry of the pore space.
To obtain this result, the averaging domain, V, was taken as a Rep-
resentative Elementary Volume of the porous structure that was
further considered as pseudo periodic so that the closure problem
is solved on a unit cell whose periodic lattice vectors are ‘iei

ði ¼ 1;2;3Þ.
It should be noted that the closure performs the essential link

between the micro- and macroscale models. Indeed, the closure
problem given in Eqs. (13) contains the nonredundant information
(in particular the microsctructure implied in Vf and Asf ) that is
essential in the macroscopic model. As a result, Eqs. (11), together

with the initial and boundary conditions on cReh isf and hcO2 if , form
the newmacroscopic effective model of coupled diffusion–reaction
for a porous electrode operating in the DET mode.

The expression of the current from the macroscopic surface
average of the reduced enzyme concentration can now be derived.
The surface average of Eq. (6) yields

jh isf ¼ n1F k1a cReh isf � k1c ctE � cReh isf
� �� �

ð14Þ

from which the current per unit volume of the unit cell representa-
tive of the medium, iv , can be deduced as iv ¼ jh isf Asf =V ¼ av jh isf .
The total current, I, delivered by the electrode is hence given by
I ¼ RX ivdV , i.e.

I ¼ av

Z
X

jh isfdV ð15Þ

4. Numerical results and discussions

The relevance of the prediction obtained with the new original
macroscopic model is assessed by a comparison with DNS of the

pore-scale problem. This is carried out on a model porous structure
whose unit cell, of size ‘R, is a face-centered cubic (FCC) arrange-
ment of spherical pores, of diameter ds � ‘p, interconnected to each
other through circular windows of diameter dc (see Fig. 3). The
objective of this procedure is to validate the macroscopic model
so that it can be used in place of the pore-scale model with an
expected important gain in performance.

4.1. Direct numerical simulation of the pore-scale model

The 3D numerical voltammetry experiments were performed
on a computational domain represented in Fig. 3. The porous elec-
trode is composed of periodic FCC unit cells in the z-direction,
between z ¼ �Le, where the electrically conducting electrode sup-
port is positioned, and z ¼ 0, where the electrode is in contact with
the bulk fluid saturating the pores. The fluid region, Xe, between
z ¼ 0 and z ¼ LN , corresponds to the diffusion layer where oxygen
molecular diffusion takes place. Periodic boundary conditions are
applied in the x and y directions. This is justified by the fact that
the electrode length is supposed to be much larger than ‘R and that
the same holds for its lateral extension, if the electrode is a plane
one. If it is circular, Le is supposed to be much smaller than its
mean radius. A zero flux condition is imposed at z ¼ �Le while a
constant oxygen concentration, cO2 ¼ c0O2

, is considered at the
interface of the diffusion layer with the rest of the bulk fluid,
z ¼ LN . The initial concentration of oxygen is supposed to be uni-
form equal to c0O2

. In addition, only oxidized enzyme is assumed
to be present at the initial state, leading to cRe ¼ 0 at t ¼ 0. The
pore-scale problem in Eqs. (5), coupled to the diffusion of O2 in
the diffusion layer, can be rewritten in a dimensionless form using

‘R;
‘2R

DO2
; c0O2

and ctE as the reference length, time, oxygen and enzyme

surface concentrations. Denoting dimensionless quantities with
the superscript ⁄, this coupled non-linear problem is given by

@c	O2

@t	
¼ $	2c	O2

in Xf [Xe ð16aÞ
B:C:1 � n � $	c	O2

¼ 0 at z	 ¼ �L	e ð16bÞ
B:C:2 c	O2

¼ 1 at z	 ¼ L	N ð16cÞ

B:C:3 � n � $	c	O2
¼ ‘RctE

DO2

k2cc	Rec
	
O2

� k2a
c0O2

1� c	Re
� � !

at Csf ð16dÞ

@c	Re
@t	

¼ ‘2R
DO2

� k1cþk1aþk2aþk2cc0O2
c	O2

� �
c	Re

�
þk1c þk2aÞ atCsf ð16eÞ

I:C:1 c	O2
¼1 inXf [Xe at t	 ¼0 ð16fÞ

I:C:2 c	Re ¼0 atCsf at t	 ¼0 ð16gÞ
c	O2

ðx	;y	;z	Þ ¼ c	O2
ðx	 þ1;y	 þ1;z	Þ; inXf ð16hÞ

n �$	c	O2
ðx	;y	;z	Þ¼n �$	c	O2

ðx	 þ1;y	 þ1;z	Þ; inXf ð16iÞ
c	Reðx	;y	;z	Þ¼ c	Reðx	 þ1;y	 þ1;z	Þ; atCsf ð16jÞ

Voltammetry simulation, with a scan-rate rE ¼ 5 mV=s and an ini-
tial potential value of 0.6 V, was carried out with L	e ¼ 10 and
LN ¼ 20 lm (i.e. L	N ’ 12). Values of the other physical parameters
are reported in Table 1. It should be noted that k2a is taken equal
to zero since the reduction of O2 is considered as irreversible. Since
BOD is the enzyme for the catalytic reaction, n1 ¼ 1 (Tsujimura
et al., 2004).

The software COMSOL Multiphysics (ver. 5.4), with physics-
controlled mesh including extremely fine grid blocks composed
of 107 tetrahedral elements in the overall domain, was used to
solve this problem. The typical computational time is about 12 h
on a Dell PowerEdge 430–2 processors Intel Xeon E5-2630v3.

Dimensionless oxygen concentration fields obtained from DNS
in Xf and Xe are represented in Fig. 4 at t ¼ 10 s;55 s and 70 s,
highlighting the coupled diffusion–reaction process inside the por-
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The constraints expressed in (10) indicate that, strictly speaking, 
the averaged model can provide accurate predictions of the oxygen 
and enzyme average concentrations in the mass transfer limited 
regime (10a) and for times larger than the overall reaction kinetics 
characteristic time (10b). First, it must be noted that, despite the 
closure can be treated as a steady problem with these assumptions, 
the macroscale model remains unsteady, and this is because the 
time scales of variation of the average and pore-scale concentra-
tions are different. Secondly, it must be emphasized that these con-
straints are usually overly severe and, most of the time, the range of 
applicability of the model can be extended beyond ese con-
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ous electrode and showing the oxygen concentration decrease with
time. In this configuration, Ki ¼ 10�3, a value that satisfies the con-
straint in (10a). These results can now be directly compared to

simulations of the macroscopic model and this is the object of
the following section.

4.2. Solution of the macroscopic model and comparisons with DNS

Our aim now is to explore the relevance of the macroscopic
model, its performance to predict the average concentrations and
the current delivered by the electrode. Since the FCC structure
under consideration here is isotropic, Deff ¼ Deff I (I being the iden-
tity tensor) and the macroscopic model reduces to 1D. The macro-
scopic computational domain constituted by the 1D effective
medium for the electrode and the diffusion layer is represented
in Fig. 5.

Using the same reference quantities, the dimensionless macro-
scopic problem can be written as

lef
@ c	O2

D Ef
@t	

¼ efD	
eff

@2 c	O2

D Ef

@z	2

� av‘
2
Rc

t
E

DO2c
0
O2

k2cc0O2
c	O2

D Ef
c	Re
� �

sf



þk2a c	Re

� �
sf � 1

� ��
in X ð17aÞ

@ c	Re
� �

sf

@t	
¼ ‘2R

DO2

�ðk1c þ k1a þ k2aÞ c	Re
� �

sf

�

�k2cc0O2
c	O2

D Ef
c	Re
� �

sf þ k1c þ k2a

�
in X ð17bÞ

Fig. 3. 3D domain for the direct numerical simulation.

Fig. 4. Normalized O2 concentration fields, c	O2
, at t ¼ 10 s;55 s and 70 s, the corresponding potential values being E ¼ 0:55 V ; 0:325 V and E ¼ 0:25 V , respectively.

Table 1
Parameters used for the simulations.

Parameter Symbol Value Unit

Ideal gas constant R 8:314 Jmol�1K�1

Faraday’s constant F 96485:33 Cmol�1

Number of transferred electron n1 1 –
Electron transfer coefficient a1 0:5 –

Standard potential vs. E0Ag=AgCl E0Ox=Re 0:41 V

Equilibrium potential vs. E0Ag=AgCl EO2=H20 0:619 V

Scan rate rE 5 mVs�1

Temperature T 298 K
Bulk concentration c0O2

1:2 mol m�3

Total surface concentration of enzymes ctE 10�8 mol m�2

Diffusion coefficient DO2 2
 10�9 m2s�1

Standard rate constant k0 10 s�1

Electron transfer rate constant k2c 485.83 m3mol�1s�1

Spherical pore diameter ds 1.17 lm
Relative pore connection window size dc=ds 15% –

Size of the periodic unit cell ‘R 1.678 lm
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B:C:1 c	O2

D Ef
¼ c	O2

at z	 ¼ 0 ð17cÞ

B:C:2 efD	
eff

@ c	O2

D Ef

@z	
¼ @c	O2

@z	
at z	 ¼ 0 ð17dÞ

@c	O2

@t	
¼ @2c	O2

@z	2
in Xe ð17eÞ

B:C:3
@ c	O2

D Ef
@z	

¼ 0 at z	 ¼ �L	e ð17fÞ
B:C:4 c	O2

¼ 1 at z	 ¼ L	N ð17gÞ
I:C:1 c	O2

D Ef
¼ 1 in X at t	 ¼ 0 ð17hÞ

I:C:2 c	Re
� �

sf ¼ 0 in X at t	 ¼ 0 ð17iÞ
I:C:3 c	O2

¼ 1 in Xe at t	 ¼ 0 ð17jÞ

In Eq. (17a), D	
eff represents the dimensionless effective diffusion

coefficient, D	
eff ¼ Deff =DO2 . Prior to the solution of the above model,

the closure problem in Eqs. (13) was solved over a periodic FCC unit
cell. Both the closure and macroscopic problems were solved with
COMSOL Multiphysics (ver. 5.4).

Voltammetry simulation using the 1D-macroscopic effective
model in Eqs (17) was carried out in the same conditions as for
the 3D DNS at the microscale presented in Section 4.1, i.e. using
the parameters indicated in Table 1 with L	e ¼ 10 and L	N ’ 12. For
this microstructure, ef ¼ 0:763; a	

v ¼ 5:985 and efD	
eff ¼ 0:364. The

mesh used for this simulation is made of � 800 elements. The
pore-scale fields of c	O2

and c	Re were averaged in each unit cell over

Vf and Asf respectively and then compared to hc	O2
if and c	Re

� �
sf

obtained from the solution of the macroscopic model.
The dimensionless oxygen concentration profiles inside the por-

ous electrode, obtained from the 3D-DNS and 1D simulation, are
represented at the three times t ¼ 10 s;55 s and 70 s in Fig. 6. This
concentration decreases with time as a result of the reduction reac-
tion while its gradient increases at the electrode-diffusion layer
interface (z	 ¼ 0) and hence inside the electrode. As shown on this
figure, the agreement between the two approaches is excellent.
Similarly, the dimensionless reduced enzyme surface concentra-
tion profiles obtained with both the micro and macro-scale models
are reported in Fig. 7. Again, the comparison between the two
shows an excellent agreement, confirming the validity of the new
macroscopic model derived in this work. As a final important
check, the interest must now be focused on the current curves in
voltamograms. The current was computed by making use of Eqs.
(6) and (7) in the microscale approach and with Eqs. (14) and
(15) involving the average reduced enzyme concentration obtained
from the solution of the macroscopic model. In Fig. 8, the current
per unit cross-sectional area of the electrode is represented versus
the scanning potential ranging from 0:6 V to 0:1 V . A special atten-
tion must be dedicated to the mesh refinement for the 3D DNS in
COMSOL Multiphysics. A tetrahedral mesh made of � 3:3
 105

elements for the domain under consideration in Fig. 3 was used
to obtain converged results. As can be seen in Fig. 8, the agreement
between the two approaches is again excellent. This confirms the
perfect agreement between the two approaches and completes
the validation of the new macroscopic model which provides a
powerful tool to predict the macroscopic behavior of a porous elec-
trode operating in the DET mode. In addition it must be empha-
sized that this original macroscopic approach allows a

considerable computational speedup. Indeed, in the case under
consideration in this section, the macroscale solution requires only
4 s, which, compared to the corresponding 3D DNS with the above
mentioned mesh (85 min), represents a speedup of about 1300.

In the following section, the ability of the macroscopic model to
predict the current-to-potential relationship characteristics of an
electrode is reported through comparisons with experimental
voltammetry results obtained with a porous gold electrode coated
with BOD as the bioelectrocatalyst at the cathode.

5. Comparison with experimental data

In this section, the capability of the macroscopic model to pre-
dict voltammetry experimental data is investigated. To this pur-
pose, experiments were carried out on porous gold electrodes.

5.1. Experimental details

The three main steps of the experimental protocol consist in the
electrode synthesis, the enzyme immobilization and the electro-
catalytic characterization.

Electrode Synthesis
Cylindrical macroporous gold electrodes were prepared using a

Langmuir–Blodgett technique as shortly described in the introduc-
tion and detailed in (Bartlett et al., 2000; Reculusa et al., 2015;
Reculusa and Ravaine, 2003). In brief, silica beads with a diameter
of 1170 nm (ds ¼ 1:2 lm is taken as an accurate enough value)
were spread from an ethanol/chloroform (20% v/v-80% v/v) sus-
pension at the water–air interface of a Langmuir–Blodgett trough.
An optimal monolayer of silica beads was obtained at the water–
air interface after compression by closing the moveable barriers.
Then, multiple silica particle layers were transferred onto gold
wires of 250 lm in diameter and 4 cm in length. This was achieved
by repeating the dipping and withdrawing process at a speed of 1.2
mm=min. After the formation of the silica template layers on the
surface, Elevate� Gold 7990 was used for the gold electrodeposi-
tion over a length of 2 cm by applying a constant potential of
�0.6 V. The number of macroporous layers is controlled by follow-
ing the current oscillations. After dissolving the silica particles in
5% hydrofluoric acid for several minutes, the final macroporous
gold electrode is obtained as an inverse opale gold structure. Four
electrodes were prepared, having 3, 7, 11 and 19 half-layers (HL) of
pores. At this stage, the internal pore surfaces were coated with a
genetically engineered variant of Bilirubin oxidase from M. oryzae
whose serine in position 362 was replaced by a cysteine (BOD
S362C) (Al-Lolage et al., 2019). This was peformed over the porous
zone being 2 cm long, corresponding to a surface area of the initial
wire of 15 mm2. The actual active surface area depends on the
thickness of the porous layers of the electrode. There is a linear cor-
respondence between the active area of the porous electrode and
the number of porous half layers, as reported recently (Zhang
et al., 2019).

Enzyme Immobilization
A 0.1 mM BOD S362C (516 �38 U=mg) solution was prepared in

50mM phosphate buffer (pH 6.0). Since the cysteine residue on the
outer surface of bilirubin oxidase is close to the T1 active center,
the interaction between the thiol group on the cysteine residue
and the gold surface allows the formation of a self-assembled

Fig. 5. 1D configuration for the macroscopic numerical simulation.
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monolayer of BOD S362Cs on the internal surface of the pores. This
allows a proper orientation of the BOD on the electrode surface and
favors the interfacial electron transfer. The macroporous gold elec-
trode was dipped into the enzyme solution after being treated with
plasma for 15min. Vacuumwas then applied for 3min to ensure an
efficient penetration of enzymes into the whole porous structure.
The electrode was kept at 4 �C overnight. After rinsing with dis-
tilled water and with 0.1 M PBS pH 7.2 under stirring, the elec-
troenzymatic O2 reduction was performed with the BOD
modified electrodes.

Electrocatalytic characterization
All electrochemical measurements were performed with an

Autolab PGSTAT101 potentiostat monitored by a PC running Nova
1.6. A Ag=AgCl (3 M KCl) was used as a reference electrode, and a
cylindrical carbon sheet was employed as an auxiliary electrode.
For the electrochemical reduction, the buffer solution was purged
with O2 for 15 min. Then, the electrodes were dipped into the buf-
fer solution maintained at ambient temperature while a slow flow
of O2 was kept above it inside a sealed cell for the O2 concentration
to remain constant in the buffer. Voltammetry experiments were
carried out in the potential range from 0.6 V to 0.15 V with a scan
rate of 5 mV=s. The temperature was 25 �C for these experiments.
Each experiments was at least performed in triplicate.

Fig. 6. Comparison of the concentration profiles of oxygen obtained from the 3D DNS (micromodel) and 1D (macromodel) simulation. All the data employed to carry out both
the pore-scale DNS and the macroscale simulation are mentioned in the text above and in Table 1.

Fig. 7. Comparison of reduced enzyme concentration profiles obtained from the 3D DNS (micromodel) and 1D (macromodel) simulations.

Fig. 8. Comparison between the current per unit electrode cross-sectional area
versus the scanning potential during voltammetry obtained from the 3D DNS and
1D macroscopic model.
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5.2. Voltammetry interpretation

The templating procedure leads to a rather compact bead
arrangement so that an FCC periodic cell represents a reasonable
model for the resulting structure. This was observed in the work
reported in (Reculusa and Ravaine, 2003) and further confirmed
in a recent in-depth analysis of the 3D microstructure extracted
from FIB-SEM imaging (Baux et al., 2020). The relative size of the
pore connection window, dc=ds was taken equal to 15%,
which can be considered as the minimum value for this manufac-
turing process (Szamocki et al., 2007). With these structural
parameters, the effective diffusion coefficient was computed to
be efD	

eff ¼ 0:364.

k0 ðs�1Þ k2c ðm3mol�1s�1Þ a1ð�Þ E0Ox=ReðVÞ

10.5 25.9 0.46 0.405

Table 3
Parameters used in the simulations for the fits.

Electrodes 3HL 7HL 11HL 19HL

ctE ðmol m�2Þ 8.9 
 10�8 8.07 
 10�8 5.7 
 10�8 4.06 
 10�8

LN ðlmÞ 186 158 59 44

Fig. 9. Reduced sensitivities of the current to the parameters k0; k2c ;a1; E
0
Ox=Re; LN and ctE at their identified values on the 11HL electrode versus the scanning potential.

Fig. 10. Current versus the scanning potential obtained from voltammetry numerical simulations using the macroscopic model. Comparison with the experimental data.

T.D. Le, D. Lasseux, L. Zhang et al. / Chemical Engineering Science 248 (2022) 117157

Table 2
Parameters fitted on the voltammetry results obtained with the 11HL electrode and 
used for all the other predictions employing the macroscopic model.
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Interpretation of the experimental voltammetry data is carried
out using a fitting procedure on some of the parameters involved
in the macroscale model in Eqs. (17) that are unknown a priori.
To do so, k0; k2c;a1 and E0

Ox=re were estimated using a fitting proce-
dure in the least square sense on data obtained with the 11HL elec-
trode. It must be reminded that the individual values of n2 and a2

are not required and that k2a is taken equal to zero in agreement
with the irreversibility of oxygen reduction1. The fitted resulting
values are reported in Table 2 and were kept the same to predict
the voltammetry results on the other electrodes (i.e., 3, 7 and 19HL).

Moreover, the total concentration of enzyme, ctE, and the diffu-
sion layer thickness, LN , that are subject to vary from one electrode
to another, were fitted for each corresponding experimental data
set. In fact, the diffusion layer thickness depends on the rate of oxy-
gen depletion within the fluid in contact with the outer interface of
the electrode, and this rate depends itself on the electrode thick-
ness. Here, a simplified approach is adopted by considering LN as
constant which means that this parameter should be understood
as a mean value over the period of potential scanning for each
experiment. The values are indicated in Table 3; those for the
remaining parameters are given in Table 1. It should be noted that
the total enzyme surface concentration slightly decreases with the
electrode thickness and this can be explained by the fact that, the
thicker the porous material, the more difficult is the penetration of
enzyme during the coating process deeper in the pores far from the
free surface of the electrode. This observation was also part of the
conclusions in the work by Do et al. (Do et al., 2014) on a some-
what different system. To assess the validity of the identification
procedure, a sensitivity analysis of the current to all the fitted
parameters was performed. The reduced sensitivity to a parameter,
u, is defined as u@I=@u;u being either k0; k2c;a1; E

0
Ox=Re; LN or ctE here.

It was computed using the 1D macroscopic model at the nominal
values of each parameter identified on the 11HL electrode. Sensi-
tivities to all the parameters are represented versus the scanning
potential in the interval of interest in Fig. 9. This figure clearly
shows that all the sensitivities are significantly larger than the pre-

cision of the potentiostat used to measure the current which can be
estimated to be less than 0:02 10�5 A over a very wide potential
interval. In addition, the sensitivities are not proportional to each
other, ensuring that parameters are uncorrelated. This analysis
indicates that the identification procedure is robust and reliable.

The current versus the scanning potential obtained from our
numerical simulation is represented in Fig. 10 together with the
experimental results. As can be seen from this figure, excellent
agreement is obtained for all the electrodes tested in this work
over the whole scanned potential interval. In this potential inter-
val, oxygen reduction on unmodified gold electrodes is not
observed, because this reaction starts to occur only for potentials
more negative than 0:1 V vs Ag=AgCl. Therefore, the signals should
not be disturbed by such an eventual interference.

The experimental measurements show a slight crossover of the
current signals at large potentials for the thickest electrodes (11HL
and 19HL). A possible explanation of this behavior might be that, at
the very beginning of the bioelectrocatalytic reaction (onset poten-
tial of around + 0.5 V), not all the enzyme modified layers are con-
tributing immediately to the catalytic current for these two
electrodes. Preferentially the outermost layers (most likely 2–3
half-layers, when looking at the relative positions of the plateau
current for the 3 half-layer electrode (15lA) and the crossover cur-
rent (10lA)) are involved. Therefore the measured current is smal-
ler with respect to what it should be in the ideal case when all the
porous layers are active immediately. Only at higher driving forces
(E < þ0:4V), when the enzymes in the outer layers are already
turning at their maximum speed, and thus cannot convert more
oxygen per time unit, the inner layers start contributing as well
because the oxygen diffusion layer now also reaches the inner part
of the electrode. This leads to the observed crossover that is how-
ever not reproduced by the model which would require involving a
concentrations-dependent catalytic rate constant. This effect is
nevertheless of very weak importance.

The absolute value of the relative error between the numerical
predictions and the experimental data, taking the latter as the ref-
erence, is less than 5% as shown in Fig. 11 and is distributed
around 0. It remains even smaller than 3.5% when the potential
is less than �0.37 V for all the electrodes. Moreover, the relative
error when repeating several times the experiments is very small.
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Fig. 11. Absolute value of the relative error on the current estimated from the macroscopic model and obtained from experimental voltammetry data, taking the latter as the
reference.

1 The value of k2a was also identified in the fitting procedure and showed to be so
small that it is insensitive in the current response.
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6. Conclusions

In this work, a new multiscale modelling for diffusion and elec-
trochemical enzymatic reaction involved in a porous electrode
operating in the DET mode was developed. The unsteady pore-
scale model was provided for oxygen reduction taking into account
the electron transfer process at play. An upscaling procedure, in
which coupling and non-linearities were handled, was applied to
obtain a closed unsteady macroscopic model valid at the electrode
scale. The associate closure problem, yielding the effective diffusiv-
ity tensor, was provided. This approach represents an original
macroscopic model that has not been reported so far in the litera-
ture. In particular, unsteadiness, which has been disregarded in
existing models for enzymatic porous electrodes, was explicitly
taken into account. Moreover coupling between mass transport
and enzymatic reaction in a non-linear way has been carried out
through the upscaling procedure. This yields new terms induced
by the enzymatic reaction in the macroscopic mass conservation
equations (for enzyme and oxygen). Both the micro- and macro-
scale models were further used in the case of oxygen reduction
in the presence of BOD as a catalyst. The successful comparison
of numerical voltammetry simulations, carried out on a porous
model structure with the 3D pore-scale model and the macroscale
model which reduces to 1D, assessed the validity of the latter. This
macroscopic model was further employed to predict experimental
voltammetry results obtained with porous gold electrodes coated
with BOD. The excellent prediction confirms the relevance of the
approach and the validity of this macroscopic model which pro-
vides an efficient tool operational at the electrode scale, allowing
a considerable computational speedup. In particular, this model
allows one to efficiently carry out a sensitivity analysis, which pro-
vides important indications on the most significant parameters
involved in the physico-electrochemical process, a task that would
be otherwise extremely cumbersome to perform with the pore-
scale model. It also provides a mean to estimate parameters that
are involved in the experiment (as for example the total enzyme
concentration and standard rate constants). It could also be
employed to interpret electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
tests on electrodes for which dynamic effects are expected. More
importantly, this model represents an essential tool for a rational
optimal design of enzymatic porous electrodes. The multiscale
approach developed here represents a breakthrough and could be
widely used for other electrochemical processes in porous media.
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Appendix A. Volume averaging and derivation of the upscaled
model

In this Appendix, the upscaling procedure to derive the macro-
scopic diffusion/reaction equation by volume averaging the micro-
scopic initial boundary value problem (IBVP) given in Eqs. (5) is
detailed. Volume averaging is applied according to the following
four main steps (see Chap. 1 in (Whitaker, 1999 and Valdés-
Parada et al., 2011)) and cO2 is used to denote cO2 ðr; tÞ.

Step 1: Application of the superficial averaging operator
The superficial and area averages are defined as

fh ijx ¼ 1
V

R
Vf ðxÞ f jxþydV

fh isf jx ¼ 1
Asf

R
Asf ðxÞ f jxþydA

ðA:1Þ

The superficial average operator is applied to the microscale IBVP
and, with the purpose of deriving a model involving averages only,
time and spatial derivation must be interchanged with volume
averaging. This is achieved by using the general transport theorem,
which, since the averaging volume is fixed in time and the porous
medium is rigid, reduces in the present case to

@f
@t

� 
¼ @ fh i

@t
ðA:2Þ

and the spatial averaging theorem (or Leibnitz rule) given by
(Truesdell and Toupin, 1960; Whitaker, 1999)

$fh i ¼ $ fh i þ 1
V

Z
Asf

nfdA ðA:3Þ

together with a straightforward similar form for the divergence
operator.

With this at hand, the superficial average can be applied to the
mass balance Eq. (5d) for O2 and, employing the boundary condi-
tion at Asf , one arrives at the following average form

ef
@ cO2h if

@t ¼ $ � DO2 ef$ cO2

� �f þ cO2

� �f$ef þ 1
V

R
Asf

ncO2dA
� �h i
�k2cav cO2cRe

� �
sf � k2aav cReh isf þ k2aavctE

ðA:4Þ

where the intrinsic average concentration was used instead of the
superficial average.

Step 2: Decomposition of cO2 and simplifications due to length-
scale constraints

The averaged Eq. (A.4) contains both average and point-wise
concentrations. To remove the latter, the spatial decomposition

cO2 ¼ cO2

� �f þ ~cO2 ðA:5Þ
is introduced (Gray, 1975), where ~cO2 is the deviation of concentra-

tion which fluctuates at a typical length-scale ‘p while hcO2 if expe-
riences significant variations at the scale L. It should be noted that

a consequence of this decomposition is ~cO2

� �f ¼ 0, taking into
account the scale hierarchy ‘p � L. When this decomposition is
inserted into Eq. (A.4), one gets

ef
@ cO2h if

@t ¼ $ � DO2 ef$ cO2

� �f þ cO2

� �f$ef þ 1
V

R
Asf

n cO2

� �fdA�h
þ 1

V

R
Asf

n~cO2dA
�i

� k2cav cO2cRe
� �

sf � k2aav cReh isf þ k2aavctE

ðA:6Þ
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For example, preparing three 7HL electrodes leads to electrocat-
alytic currents with a standard deviation of 0.08 10�5 A.

This successful comparison represents a strong validation step 
of the new macroscopic model derived in this work, assessing its 
relevance and performance to reproduce the physico-
electrochemical behavior of the porous electrodes operating in 
the DET mode.
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Attentionmust now be paid to the area integral term 1
V

R
Asf

n cO2

� �fdA
on the right hand side of Eq. (A.6). This termmust be evaluated at the
centroid x of the averaging volume V and requires first the evalua-

tion of cO2

� �f at any point xþ y on Asf contained in V, making this
term non-local. A Taylor expansion given by

cO2

� �f jxþy ¼ cO2

� �f jx þ y � $ cO2

� �f jx þ 1
2
yy : $$ cO2

� �f jx þ . . . ðA:7Þ

may be employed and, when introduced back into Eq. (A.6) together
with the fact that
1
V

Z
Afs

ndA ¼ �$ 1h i ¼ �$ef ðA:8Þ

1
V

Z
Afs

nydA ¼ �$ yh i ðA:9Þ

1
V

Z
Afs

nyydA ¼ �$ yyh i ðA:10Þ

the average form of the mass conservation equation of species A
takes the form

ef
@ cO2h if

@t ¼ $ � DO2 ef$ cO2

� �f � $ yh i � $ cO2

� �f�h
� 1

2$ yyh i : $$ cO2

� �f � . . .þ 1
V

R
Asf

n~cO2dA
�i

�k2cav cO2cRe
� �

sf � k2aav cReh isf þ k2aavctE

ðA:11Þ

With the purpose of simplifying this last equation, orders of magni-
tude estimates can be employed to determine the important contri-
butions among all the diffusive terms. Indeed, the following
estimates can be derived

ef$ cO2

� �f ¼ O ef
cO2

� �f
L

!
ðA:12aÞ

$ yh i � $ cO2

� �f ¼ O
ef r0
L

cO2

� �f
L

!
ðA:12bÞ

$ yyh i : $$ cO2

� �f ¼ O
ef r0
L

� �2 cO2

� �f
L

!
ðA:12cÞ

On the basis of the scale hierarchy, it is not hard to deduce that Eq.
(A.11) can be simplified to

ef
@ cO2h if

@t ¼ $ � DO2 ef$ cO2

� �f þ 1
V

R
Asf

n~cO2dA
� �h i

�k2cav cO2cRe
� �

sf � k2aav cReh isf þ k2aavctE
ðA:13Þ

In order to progress to a form of this last expression involving cO2

� �f
only, the order of magnitude of ~cO2 shall be obtained in comparison

to that of cO2

� �f . To do so, B.C. 1 in Eq; (5e) can be rewritten as

�n �DO2$~cO2 � k2c~cO2cRe ¼ n �DO2$ cO2

� �f þ k2c cO2

� �f cRe
þ k2acRe � k2actE ðA:14Þ

Orders of magnitude of the deviation and average normal fluxes at
Asf can be estimated as

n �DO2$~cO2 ¼ O DO2
~cO2=‘p

� � ðA:15Þ
n �DO2$ cO2

� �f ¼ O DO2 cO2

� �f
=L

� �
ðA:16Þ

This can be used in Eq. (A.14) to obtain an order of magnitude esti-
mate of ~cO2 given by

~cO2 ¼ O
‘p=L
� �

cO2

� �f
1þ O k2c‘pcRe=DO2

� � ; k2c‘pcRe=DO2

� �
cO2

� �f
1þ O k2c‘pcRe=DO2

� � ;

 k2a‘pctE=DO2

� �
1þ O k2c‘pcRe=DO2

� �
!

ðA:17Þ

Noticing that k2a � k2c and from the above estimate, it can be
clearly seen that if the kinetic number, Ki is such that

Ki ¼ k2c‘pctE
DO2

� 1 ðA:18Þ

then ~cO2 � cO2

� �f at Asf . Under these circumstances, Eq. (A.13) can
be simplified to the following form

ef
@ cO2h if

@t ¼ $ � DO2 ef$ cO2

� �f þ 1
V

R
Asf

n~cO2dA
� �h i

�k2cav cO2

� �f cReD E
sf
� k2aav cReh isf þ k2aavctE

ðA:19Þ

In this equation, a close attention needs to be dedicated to the first
of the three reactions terms which involves a non-local area inte-
gral. When the Taylor expansion of Eq. (A.7) is introduced in this
integral, it comes

cO2

� �f cReD E
sf
¼ cReh isf cO2

� �f jxþ ycReh isf �$ cO2

� �f jxþ1
2

yycReh isf :$$ cO2

� �f jxþ . . .

ðA:20Þ

For the second and third terms on the right hand side, the following
estimates can be made

ycReh isf � r0 cReh isf ðA:21Þ
yycReh isf ¼ r20 cReh isf ðA:22Þ
so that

ycReh isf � $ cO2

� �f � O
r0
L

cO2

� �f cReh isf
� �

� cO2

� �f cReh isf ðA:23aÞ
yycReh isf : $$ cO2

� �f ¼ O
r0
L

� �2
 �
cO2

� �f cReh isf � cO2

� �f cReh isf ðA:23bÞ

This shows that the dominant term in the expansion in Eq. (A.20) is

cO2

� �f cReh isf . As a consequence the average Eq. (A.19) can be simpli-
fied to the following form

ef
@ cO2h if

@t ¼ $ � DO2 ef$ cO2

� �f þ 1
V

R
Asf

n~cO2dA
� �h i

�k2cav cO2

� �f cReh isf � k2aav cReh isf þ k2aavctE

ðA:24Þ

The boundary condition at the solid–fluid interface (Eq. (A.14)) can
be written as

�n �DO2$~cO2 ¼ n �DO2$ cO2

� �f þ k2c cO2

� �f cRe þ k2acRe � k2actE ðA:25Þ
In addition, taking into account the above order of magnitude esti-
mate, the averaged mass conservation equation for the enzyme is
given by

@ cReh isf
@t ¼ �ðk1c þ k1a þ k2aÞ cReh isf � k2c cReh isf cO2

� �f þ ðk1c þ k2aÞctE
ðA:26Þ

At this stage, the model remains unclosed since ~cO2 is still present in
the averaged mass balance Eq. (A.23c).

Step 3: Closure
The idea is now to form an IBVP (i.e. a closure problem) on ~cO2

which solution can be inserted into the averaged equation in order
to get a closed macroscopic model. This can be achieved by sub-
tracting Eq. (A.23c) divided by ef and Eq. (A.23e) from their corre-
sponding pore-scale equivalents in Eqs. (5d) and (5a), respectively
and by using the boundary condition under the form of Eq. (A.23d).
Moreover, since the purpose is not to solve the closure problem on
the entire structure of characteristic length-scale L but, rather, on a
representative unit cell of the structure of characteristic length-
scale ‘R, the external boundary condition shall be replaced by a
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@~cR
@t

¼ �ðk1c þ k1a þ k2a þ k2c cO2

� �f Þ~cR � k2c~cO2 cReh isf ðA:27aÞ
@~cO2

@t
¼$ � DO2$~cO2

� ��e�1
f DO2$ef �$ cO2

� �f �e�1
f $ � DO2

V

Z
Asf

n~cO2dA

 !

þe�1
f k2cav cO2

� �f cReh isf þe�1
f k2aavð cReh isf �ctEÞ in Vf ðA:27bÞ

�n �DO2$~cO2 ¼ n �DO2$ cO2

� �f þ k2c cO2

� �f cRe þ k2acRe � k2actE
at Asf ðA:27cÞ

~cO2 r; tð Þ ¼ ~cO2 rþ ‘Rei; tð Þ ðA:27dÞ
to which an initial condition must be added. Here ei denotes one of
the unit basis vectors. To obtain Eq. (A.27a), the decomposition
cRe ¼ cReh isf þ ~cR was employed in conjunction with the fact that

~cO2 � cO2

� �f .
To simplify this problem, the following order of magnitude esti-

mates can be employed

$ � DO2$~cO2

� � ¼ O
DO2

~cO2

‘2p

!
ðA:28aÞ

e�1
f $ � DO2

V

Z
Asf

n~cO2dA

!
¼ O

DO2
~cO2

ef L‘p


 �
ðA:28bÞ

which, based on the length-scale hierarchy, indicates that the latter
term is negligible with respect to the former. Moreover, the diffu-

sive volume source e�1
f DO2$ef � $ cO2

� �f and of the diffusive surface

source n �DO2$ cO2

� �f can be compared by analyzing their respective
contribution per unit volume of the porous medium. The corre-
sponding order of magnitude estimates are given by

1
V

Z
Vf

e�1
f DO2$ef � $ cO2

� �fdV ¼ O
efDO2

L2
cO2

� �f
 �
ðA:29aÞ

1
V

Z
Asf

n �DO2$ cO2

� �fdA ¼ O
DO2

‘pL
cO2

� �f
 �
ðA:29bÞ

showing that the diffusive volume source has a negligible contribu-
tion. In addition, when the process is considered at a time scale con-
strained by

t � max
‘2p
DO2

;
1

k1c þ k1a þ k2a þ k2c cO2

� �f
!

ðA:30Þ

it is not hard to deduce that both unsteady terms can be neglected
in Eqs. (A.27a) and (A.27b) so that the closure problem becomes

steady. Finally, since ~cO2 � cO2

� �f , it follows that

k2c~cO2 � k1c þ k1a þ k2a þ k2c cO2

� �f . As a consequence, Eq. (A.27a)

yields c
�
Re � cReh isf and the closure problem takes the form

r2~cO2 ¼ � e�1
f k2cav
DO2

cO2

� �f cReh isf �
e�1
f k2aav
DO2

ð cReh isf � ctEÞ in Vf

ðA:31aÞ
�n �DO2$~cO2 ¼ n �DO2$ cO2

� �f þ k2c cO2

� �f cReh isf
þk2að cReh isf � ctEÞ at Asf

ðA:31bÞ

~cO2 rð Þ ¼ ~cO2 rþ ‘reveið Þ ðA:31cÞ
This problem has a linear structure, so the solution on ~cO2 can be
sought in terms of a linear combination of the sources under the
form

~cO2 ¼ b � $ cO2

� �f þ s cO2

� �f cReh isf þ hð cReh isf � ctEÞ ðA:32Þ

b; s and h being the closure variables (note that b is a vector
whereas s and h are scalars) which can be chosen to obey the fol-
lowing boundary value problems

Problem I

r2b ¼ 0 in Vf ðA:33aÞ
n � $b ¼ �n at Asf ðA:33bÞ
bh if ¼ 0 ðA:33cÞ
b rð Þ ¼ b rþ ‘reveið Þ ðA:33dÞ

Problem II

r2s ¼ � e�1
f k2cav
DO2

in Vf ðA:34aÞ

n � $s ¼ � k2c
DO2

at Asf ðA:34bÞ

sh if ¼ 0 ðA:34cÞ
s rð Þ ¼ s rþ ‘reveið Þ ðA:34dÞ

Problem III

r2h ¼ � e�1
f k2aav
DO2

in Vf ðA:35aÞ

n � $h ¼ � k2a
DO2

at Asf ðA:35bÞ

hh if ¼ 0 ðA:35cÞ
h rð Þ ¼ h rþ ‘reveið Þ ðA:35dÞ
Note that the conditions in Eqs. (A.33c), (A.34c) and (A.35c) result

from the fact that ~cO2

� �f ¼ 0 and are required for both closure prob-
lems to have a unique solution.

Step 4: Macroscopic model
When the representation of ~cO2 is reported back into the aver-

age Eq. (A.23c), one finally obtains the following closed macro-

scopic equation for cO2

� �f
ef

@ cO2h if
@t ¼ $ � efDeff � $ cO2

� �f� �
þ $ � s cO2

� �f cReh isf
� �

þ$ � hð cReh isf � ctEÞ
� �

�k2cav cO2

� �f cReh isf � k2aav cReh isf þ k2aavctE

ðA:36Þ

with the effective parameters Deff and s and h given by

Deff ¼ DO2 Iþ 1
Vf

Z
Asf

nbdA

!
ðA:37Þ

s ¼ DO2

V

Z
Asf

nsdA

 !
ðA:38Þ

h ¼ DO2

V

Z
Asf

nhdA

 !
ðA:39Þ

where b; s and h are solution of the closure problems I, II and III in
Eqs. (A.33), (A.34) and (A.35) respectively. Note that in Eq. (A.37),
Deff is a second order tensor and I is the identity; nb denotes the
outer product between the two vectors n and b.

From Eq. (A.34b), the order of magnitude of s can be estimated
to be s ¼ O k2c‘p=DO2

� �
and from Eq. (A.38), one gets s ¼ O k2cð Þ. This

leads to an order of magnitude estimate for the second term on the

right hand side of Eq. (A.36) given by $ � s cO2

� �f cReh isf
� �

¼
O k2c

L cO2

� �f cReh isf
� �

while the order of magnitude of the macroscopic

reactive term is k2cav cO2

� �f cReh isf ¼ O k2c
‘p

cO2

� �f cReh isf
� �

with the idea

that av ¼ O ‘�1
p

� �
. The same estimate can be made for h. On the
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basis of the scale hierarchy, this indicates that the macroscopic dif-

fusion/reaction equation for cO2

� �f may finally be written as

ef
@ cO2

� �f
@t

¼ $ � efDeff � $ cO2

� �f� �
� k2cav cO2

� �f cReh isf
� k2aav cReh isf þ k2aavctE ðA:40Þ

The average equation for cReh isf is given by Eq. (A.23e).
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